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• SEO
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• Social
• Offline
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Shopping Ads



What is Google Shopping?

• Google Shopping (formerly known as PLA or Product Listing Ads) is an advertising platform 

(not necessarily Pay Per Click) provided by Google

• It allows customers to search for, view, and compare your products online

• Shopping works differently to search campaigns as there are no keywords for targeting. 

Your products title and description are what Google uses to match your products to the 

search terms

• These products are displayed when a customer uses Google to search for a product. They 

can appear in the main search engine results page or under the shopping tab

• There are now 3 types of shopping ads available:
• Product Shopping ads
• Showcase Shopping ads
• Local inventory ads



Shopping Types

• Product Shopping ads - These are created based on the product 
data that you submit in the Merchant Centre (traditional or 

smart)

• Showcase Shopping ads - You’ll create these in Google Ads by 
grouping related products together. That way people can 

compare several of your products and click the right one

• Local inventory ads - Allow you to showcase your products and 
shop information to nearby shoppers searching with Google. 

When shoppers click an ad or free listing that shows your local 

product, they arrive on a Google-hosted page for your shop



What a Product Shopping Ad Looks Like (SERP)



What a Product Shopping Ad Looks Like (Shopping Tab)



What a Showcase Shopping Ad Looks Like



What a Local Inventory Ad Looks Like



Getting Started



What You’ll Need

• A Gmail account

• A Google Ads account

• A Merchant Center account (linked to your Google Ads account)

• A website and products

How They Work

• Shopping ads use your existing Merchant Center product data – not keywords – to decide 
how and where to show your ads. The product data that you submit through Merchant 

Centre contains details about the products that you sell

• Google uses these details to match a customers search to your ads, making sure that you 

show the most relevant products



What is Merchant Center?

• You may have heard of Google Ads, but you may not have heard of Merchant Center

“Google Merchant Center lets you manage how your in-store and online product inventory 

appears on Google. This helps get your products in front of the hundreds of millions of 

people who do shopping related searches on Google each day.”

• To put it simply, Merchant Center is just a middleman for product data. Your website 

provides the information, Merchant Centre translates and approves it for Google, and in 

Google Ads you create your shopping campaigns

Website

Feed/Products

Merchant Center

Google Ads

Shopping Campaign



Feeds

• A feed is your list of products

• Within this feed you’ll need a required set of columns (or attributes as Google calls them)

• Within those attributes is all the information Google requires to allow you to sell your 

products online

• The better the information you provide, the better your products will perform

• The required attributes to advertise in the UK are:
• ID, Title, Description, Link, Image Link, Availability, Price, Brand (except for movies, books, musical 

recording), GTIN, MPN (only if you don’t have a GTIN), Condition, Shipping (if not set in Merchant 
Center)

• Google requires additional information if you are advertising in other Countries or using 

certain services (enhanced free listings):
• Delivery costs, Tax, Color, Material, Adult, Multipack, Bundle, Age Group, Gender, Size



Feed Formats

• Merchant Center can handle multiple feed formats, depending on what's easiest for you 

to upload

• If you regularly update product prices, I recommend the scheduled fetch or API



Feed Attribute Examples

• Shipping/delivery can be set up at account level in Merchant Center
• The colons: US:CA:Overnight:16.00 USD

• Custom Labels are useful to structure your campaigns and ad groups in Google Ads



Feed Guide/Best Practice

• Title - Users will usually see only the first 70 or fewer characters of your title, depending on 
screen size (150 character limit)

• Include as many ‘keywords’ as possible early on

• Description - List the most important details in the first 160-500 characters. You can include 

up to 5000 characters

• Be competitively priced - it can massively affect your click-through-rate

• Offer free delivery – people expect it now, even if you must add it to the product price

• Add in some of the recommended attributes such as:
• Product category
• Product type



Shopping Campaigns



Campaign Structure

• Most ecommerce websites already have a structure with the menu being used (product 

types/categories), however, sometimes its best to separate the products by brand or profit 

margin

• Campaign

• Ad Group

• Product Groups

Single Campaign:

All Products

Brands:

Samsung, Adidas,

Indesit

Item ID:

MPN, SKU, Model

Multi Campaign:

Shoes, Coats, Hats

Style:

Winter, Summer, Sale

Item ID:

MPN, SKU, Model

Single Campaign:

All Products

Category:

Dryers, Washers, PPE, 

Chainsaws

Item ID:

MPN, SKU, Model



Smart vs Traditional  - Pros and Cons

Traditional Shopping
Pros
• Plenty of control – you can overlay audiences, 

add device bid adjustments, Time of day bid 
adjustments, set campaign priority 

• Granularity – you can structure the campaign 
however you like if the data is available

• Negative keywords can be added to reduce
irrelevant search terms

• Choice of bidding strategy

Cons
• Optimisation is entirely reliant on the account 

manager, which could take longer and not be as 

advanced
• Will only show products on the search network
• Set up can be complicated for beginners
• You can spend hours and hours checking 

through search term reports

Smart Shopping
Pros
• Simplified management leaving most 

optimisation to Google
• Google’s machine learning capabilities allow for 

large amounts of data and optimisations to be 
processed quickly

• Dynamic display remarketing done for you and 
ads can be displayed in Display, YouTube, 
Search, and Gmail

Cons
• Reporting is limited - Placement, search query 

and audience data is not available

• No ability to add negative keywords to stop 
irrelevant search terms

• Lack of granularity – You can only create one ad
group within a smart shopping campaign. You 
can still split the products by ID



Con: Google Want the Machines to Take Over!



Optimisation



How to Optimise - Search Term Reports

• After your campaign has gathered some impressions, you’ll be able to see what search 

terms triggered your ads

• Look for anything unrelated to your product range, and then ‘Add as negative keyword’ 

at campaign or ad group level



How to Optimise - Product Analysis

• Use filters in the Product Group section of Google Ads to find products that haven’t 

converted, have a high CPA, low AoV and pause them

• Ensure your product is competitively priced before pausing



How to Optimise - Bidding Strategy

• For traditional shopping campaigns there are a few bidding options available

• Maximize conversion value 

is the only available strategy for smart 

shopping



How to Optimise - Observations

• Audiences - apply positive or negative bid adjustments to:
• Previous visitors
• Pet lovers
• Non-converters
• Product viewers
• Cart abandoners

• Device - apply positive or negative bid adjustments to:
• Desktop
• Mobile
• Tablet



Summary



Step-by-step

1. Sign up for a Merchant Centre Account

2. Ensure Merchant Center is Linked to Google Ads

3. Create the feed

4. Upload the feed into Merchant Center

5. Setup Your Shopping Campaign in Google Ads

6. Profit



Resources



Resources

• I have previously written a how-to guide on creating a shopping feed and shopping 

campaign from scratch:

• https://anicca.co.uk/blog/creating-a-google-shopping-feed-from-scratch-using-

google-sheets/

• We also have lots of other guides, blogs, presentations, industry news here:

• https://anicca.co.uk/resources/

Get in touch!

https://anicca.co.uk/blog/creating-a-google-shopping-feed-from-scratch-using-google-sheets/
https://anicca.co.uk/resources/
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